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Redistrict
amendment
challenged

Martinsville woman grew
up with the business

Lawsuit attacks
language in the
amendment on
ballot in November.
By Mel Leonor
Richmond Times-Dispatch
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Jailyn Draper (left) runs Social Butterfly, a social media company, with the assistance of TaLaya Millner (right). She also offers
studio space at The Studio, 20 Walnut St., Martinsville.

Social Butterfly helps
businesses and individuals
develop social media
strategy and presence.
By Holly Kozelsky
holly.kozelsky@martinsvillebulletin.com

A new business in uptown Martinsville helps people and companies capitalize on the benefits of social media –
and operates out of a studio its founder
is inviting others to join.
The business is Social Butterfly, run by
Jailyn Draper as the CEO and marketing
manager, with the assistance of graphic
designer TaLaya Millner.
Social Butterfly provides web and
graphic design, influencer coaching,
small-business and personal branding,
social media and email marketing, content creation and search engine optimization. The Studio at 20 Walnut St. has
space for all sorts of creative endeavors.
Draper, 22, recently moved to the
area, where her father’s side of the family is established (her grandfather, David
Draper, was the girls’ basketball coach
at Martinsville High School). She grew
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The Studio at 20 Walnut St. has space for artists, photographers, videographers,
SEE SOCIAL | A5 makeup and nail artists and more.

A former chairman of the Democratic
Party of Virginia on Friday filed a lawsuit
challenging the ballot language tied to a
constitutional amendment that would revamp the state’s redistricting process.
Paul Goldman, who led the state party
from 1990 to 1993 and is running for lieutenant governor, is arguing in court that
the language describing the amendment
doesn’t accurately portray its effect and is
meant to sway votes to support it.
“I don’t think any other state in the union
would allow this language on the ballot —
they would find it misleading and inaccurate,” Goldman said in an
interview.
The ballot question reads:
“Should the Constitution of
Virginia be amended to establish a redistricting commission, consisting of eight
members of the General
Assembly and eight citizens Goldman
of the Commonwealth, that
is responsible for drawing
the congressional and state legislative districts that will be subsequently voted on,
but not changed by, the General Assembly
and enacted without the Governor’s involvement and to give the responsibility of
drawing districts to the Supreme Court of
Virginia if the redistricting commission fails
to draw districts or the General Assembly
fails to enact districts by certain deadlines?”
The question and explanation can be
found at: www.elections.virginia.gov/proposed-constitutional-amendment-2020.
Elections Commissioner Chris Piper declined a request for comment on pending
litigation.
States redraw their political boundaries
after the census every 10 years to reflect
population shifts. Virginia will redraw its
political maps starting later this year, using
data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s population count that is nearing completion.
If voters approve the measure in November, the constitutional amendment would
shift power over the drawing of districts
from the General Assembly to a 16-member
bipartisan commission of legislators and
citizens. The commission would feature
four lawmakers of each party from each
chamber.
In the event of an impasse over new maps,
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‘I wouldn’t trade him for anything in the world’
Meet Navy veteran Colin
Smith of Rustburg and his
new dog, Precious.
By Amie Knowles
Special to the Bulletin

This is one of those sometimes-familiar
stories of a veteran left alone later in life
who finds a new companion — one of
those 4-legged types — and this one has
a precious ending.
Colin Smith lives in Rustburg and had
been alone since 2016, when his wife,
Shirley, died of cancer. And then he met
Precious through The Veteran Project,

a program that helps veterans suffering
from the effects of military combat by
pairing them with a trained dog from a
local shelter.
To get to Precious, though, Smith had to
endure his experience of military service
that left him with those sorts of marks
that many find difficult to shake.
He grew up in Baltimore and had
planned to follow in his father’s footsteps
and become a contractor. But, for a lot of
young men in the 1960s, there was the issue of required military service. With the
draft in full swing, joined the reserves and
was called to active duty in 1961.
For two years Smith served as a
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Rain throughout the day, possibly heavy
at times. Mostly cloudy tonight.

COVID-19 cases in
state increase by
938 since Saturday.
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